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This research explores strategies and tactics persons use to unilaterally retreat from 
conversations. Based on metagoal theory, efficiency and social appropriateness were 
expected to differentiate retreat strategies from each other, with strategies used in 
mutually negotiated endings being located in the socially appropriate and relatively 
efficient area o f  the conversational retreat strategy space. Retreat strategies were 
found to include verbal bids such as hints (summaries, preclosings, future 
continuations, and positive statements), projections ( ascribing excuses to the partner 
f o r  parting), excuses, and departure announcements; changing one's focus onto 
another subject or person; and signaling rejection, restlessness, or nonresponsiveness. 
As expected by metagoal theory, these strategies range in their efficiency and 
appropriateness, and are more diverse than (though they include) those strategies 
typically used in mutually desired partings. 

Sometimes simply, and sometimes thankfully, conversations end. Socially
acceptable endings typically seek to decrease people's accessibility to each 

other without creating corresponding increases in feelings o f  rejection (Albert & 
Kessler, 1978; Clark & French, 1981; Knapp, Hart, Friedrich, & Shulman, 
1973; Lockard, Allen, Schiele, & Weimer, 1978; O'Leary & Gallois, 1985). In 
other words, normatively enacted conversational endings resolve the problem 
o f  engaging in distancing behavior ( ending o f  physical presence and interaction)
without such behavior being interpreted as disapproval or dislike. Conversa-
tional endings occur for a variety o f  reasons, however, ranging from mutual
agreement for talk to end (with the contact being broken off simultaneously) to 
unilateral desires to terminate conversations (without asking for or necessarily
even negotiating their demise).

The study o f  conversational termination is approached most frequently from 
the perspective o f  mutually negotiated leave-takings rather than from the 
perspective o f  unilateral desires to end conversations (see, e.g., Clark & French, 
1981; Levinson, 1983; O'Leary & Gallois, 1985; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). 
Leave-taking is commonly described as a set o f  regularly occurring behaviors 
that provide a normative, mutually agreed-upon process for terminating inter-
actions (see, e.g., Knapp et al., 1973; O'Leary & Gallois, 1985 ). The typical 
verbal progression in such endings commences with the use ofpreclosings (e.g., 
"Well . . .  " ,  "Sooo . . .  " ,  "0 .K.") ,  followed by justifications (excuses), future 
continuation statements (e.g., "See you later"), well-wishing, and good-byes 
(Albert & Kessler, 1978; Clark & French, 1981; Knapp et al., 1973; O'Leary & 
Gallo is, 1985). 1 The nonverbal progression is less clear, though common behav-
iors are breaking eye contact, shifting weight, and moving away from the other 
person (Kendon, 1976; Knapp et al., 1973; Lockard et al., 1978). 

Unilaterally desired endings have been studied less frequently despite their 
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